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Neurofeedback games are an effective and playful approach to enhance certain social and attentional capabilities in children with
autism, which becomes increasingly accessible with commercialized mobile EEG modules. However, little industry-based
experiences are shared, regarding how to better design neurofeedback games to fine-tune their playability and user experiences
for autistic children. In this paper, we review the experiences we gained from industry practice, in which a series of mobile EEG
neurofeedback games have been developed for preschool autistic children. We briefly describe our design and development in a
one-year collaboration with a special education center involving a group of stakeholders: children with autism and their
caregivers and parents. We then summarize four concrete implications we learnt concerning the design of game characters, game
narratives, as well as gameplay elements, which aim to support future work in creating better neurofeedback games for prescho ol
children with autism.
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1 INTRODUCTION
HCI research has seen increased interest in designing interactive systems to support children living with Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) [2,6,10,14]. Children with ASD can face many difficulties in daily social occasions, due to
their impaired social and communicative skills (imitation, empathy, joint- attention, etc.), restricted interpersonal
interests, as well as repetitive behavior patterns [1,13]. Previous studies have shown that therapeutic games can be
an appropriate means to help children with ASD in improving social functioning. For instance, games like the Social
Mirroring Game [7], can enable autistic children to watch social interaction sequences, triggering their mirror
neuron activity (related to abilities of imitation, intention understanding and empathy [4]). Meanwhile, by giving

gamified feedback based on the mu waves [3] of their brain signals (an EEG indicator of mirror neuron activity), the
game reinforces the children’s social brain functioning [5,7].
These interventions are primarily neurofeedback training (NFT), which allows real-time signals of brain
activities to be fed back to a user through multimodal representations on a computing interface, thus forming a
feedback loop to strengthen users’ self-regulation of certain brain activities [12]. In recent years, the rapid
development of mobile EEG modules has made such NFT applications approachable in everyday settings.
Admittedly, the therapeutic benefits of this mirror neuron approach continue to be recognized in neuroscientific
or medical studies [4,5,12]. However, a critical aspect is how this neurofeedback technique from medical domain
should be properly leveraged by HCI design for real-world service-product systems used in daily contexts. Primarily,
mirror neuron stimulating is means rather than end: activating mirror neuron does not simply mean positive
experience or increased life quality for these users. As HCI research points out [14], adopting merely a medical
model of autism may lead to the underlying normality that sees autism only as a problem to be treated, rather than
experiences that need to be understood and designed for.
In other word, such neurofeedback interventions should not be designed merely as “medical treatments”, and
their experiential and hedonic aspects are as important as their therapeutic benefits. In this work, we thereby aim
to preliminarily address the design aspects and implications of NFT games, based on our commercial development
and industry practice.
While existing research has examined the effects of NFT games (or interventions) for autistic children
[5,7,9,11,12], commercialized applications or services are still in scarcity. Hence practice-based insights in how to
design interfaces of such games to optimize their playability and enhance user experiences, is still lacking. To
contribute such practical insights, we summarize our experiences gained from the ongoing project of Starkids
(alias), a product-service system by BrainCo Inc., targeting at the Chinese market (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Left: the neurofeedback game mechanism of the Starkids (alias) system. Right: a preschool child with ASD playing with the
system in a real-world setting (a special education center in [anonymized location]).

2 THE STARKIDS SYSTEM AND THE GAME DESIGN
As Figure 2 shows, the Starkids product-service system includes a wearable EEG sensor-kit dedicated for preschool
users with ASD (aged 3-6), an application, as well as a series of NFT game contents that are open-ended for continual
update and expansion. Starkids service is currently aimed for ad-hoc training settings in which children with ASD
use the system with support or guidance from caregivers (professional educators and therapists), e.g., in a special
education center (see Figure 1 Right). Normally, each user will engage in such a training session for 30 minutes, and
three to five times a week.
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The game contents of Starkids currently include 12 animated games and 24 games that use video clips of people
in reality. All these games depict occasions involving social interaction and collaboration among children or cartoon
characters, which has been proven to be an effective way to stimulate and reinforce social attention of children with
ASD [4,5,12]. The 12 animated games are designed under a same overarching storyline: the 12 Zodiac Animals. As
Figure 2 (Right) shows, the 12 zodiac animals live in the different locations in the game world. Each animal has a
challenge that needs the player to help with by completing a NFT game. After helping all the animals, the player will
unlock the final game, in which the Nian Beast (a mythological beast representing the end of the year) needs to be
defeated, with the help from all the zodiac animals.
In each game, the player controls a team of characters, including a boy, a girl, and a sloth, to tackle a collaborative
task to help a zodiac animal. For instance, in the stage of the mouse (Figure 4), the team needs to row a boat together
to rescue the mouse who fell into the water by accident. With the neurofeedback mechanism, the player controls
the team to proceed the rescue by maintaining attention to the collaboration of the team. All 12 games are designed
with different collaborative tasks in a variety of scenes: for example, playing ball passing game with the tiger (Figure
4), climbing the tree to help the monkey, or helping the snake in a dance battle against a fox (Figure 6).
3 INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION AND STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT
The Starkids system have been designed and developed iteratively, in which a close collaboration has been carried
out by an interdisciplinary team. Namely, the core project team consists of one neuroscientist, two algorithmic
engineers (for signal processing and machine learning), two developers (for front-end and back-end development),
and three designers (for interaction design and product design). Apart from that, a team of hardware engineers has
been shared with other internal projects (for adapting the EEG headband based on product design requirements).
A designer also serves the role of product manager to coordinate the team.
Moreover, a large group of stakeholders (i.e., preschool children with ASD, their parents, and therapists) has
been involved in the iterative development which partially took place in a special education center in Hangzhou,
China. Namey, 19 children with ASD have been involved with their parents’ consent, to use the Beta versions of
Starkids in their existing training programs on a regular (weekly) basis. The period of each child’s involvement
varied from two months to one year. The EEG data of the children interacting with the product has been gathered
for function validation and therapeutic analysis (another ad-hoc clinical trial involving 60 children is ongoing).
Twelve caregivers of the children, specialized in special education and applied psychology, were also involved
regularly to provide feedback via interviews and focus groups (e.g., their observations and interpretations about
the children’s reactions during the NFT games), or arrange field observations for the design team (Figure 3). On top
of that, the design team also conducted a series of interviews with parents of the children, to gather their opinions
and observations on how the system was used, as Figure 3 shows.
Above stakeholder involved activities have brought great benefits to us, for establishing informative and efficient
feedback loops between the real-world use contexts and the development. For this reason, quick tests and rapid
iterative modifications of design features at detailed levels were enabled, and a set of design implications have been
learnt from the data and insights gathered in the field (which are to be addressed in the next section). Apart from
this, the knowledge of the caregivers was also effectively leveraged to stimulate our early design phase. Namely,
their understandings about characteristics of children with ASD have helped us to generate the preliminary version
of typical user profiles and design requirements, which directed and inspired the brainstorming of game ideas.
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Reflecting on our process, we learnt that the close involvement of caregivers and parents served as a key to
comprehensively understand the experiences of the children, in addition to engaging the children directly in the
field observations. There are several reasons for this. First, designing user experiences for preschool children in
general is challenging, since they might not be able to accurately communicate their wants and desires [8]. Yet
designing for preschool children with ASD is even more challenging. On the one hand, there is much higher barrier
for communication with these children, and since designers are not qualified caregivers, they have to be extra
careful in the communication in order to avoid unintentionally burdening the children. On the other hand, parents
and caregivers have established deep understandings about the personality and preferences of the children over
time, and thus are able to offer more accurate, or comprehensive interpretations about the children’s behaviors and
experiences. Combining our field observation with their interpretations often led to valuable insights into how to
iterate certain design features.

Figure 3: (Left & Middle) caregivers facilitating the children in training sessions (Right) a parent interview.

4 DESIGN ITERATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
4.1 Implication 1: emphasizing hand movements and simplifying facial expressions for characters
As mentioned, the field observation and stakeholder feedback have inspired some of the game design features; one
good example is the iteration of the hands of the cartoon characters in the games. When designing characters for
the games, we were advised by caregivers to make sure that actions performed by the characters were easy to be
noticed and understood. Based on their observation, a number of the children seemed to show extra interests in the
hand activities of the characters in NFT games. The neuroscientist also shared that the mirror neuron activity of an
autistic child could be easily triggered when the child was watching others’ hand movement such as hands using
tools (e.g., see an experiment design in [5]). Hence, during a focus group session, we decided to further emphasize
the designed characters’ hand movement, in order to more easily trigger engagement and active response from the
children. As Figure 5 shows, we thereby reshaped the main characters and gave them larger hands and more
emphasized hand movement, which were easier for the children to notice and track.
Another example of stakeholders’ valuable input to our iterative process concerns the facial features of the
characters. The caregivers found that the children did not respond well to more intricate facial expressions, which
they might feel uncomfortable or overwhelming. Moreover, our experts pointed out that kids with ASD often avoid
making eye-contacts; forced eye-contacts can cause elevated anxiety for them. It was therefore suggested that the
characters should be given very simplistic facial features. We applied this insight by giving the characters two dots
as eyes and a simple curve or shape for a mouth, the minimal viable features needed to recognize a face (see Figure
5). In this way, the children showed willingness to engage with the characters with little avoidance or anxiety.
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Figure 5: Left: enhance hand proportion and movement. Right: the simplistic design of expressions and eye behaviors.

4.2 Implication 3: diversifying gameplay experiences while having a coherent overarching story
This is a relatively higher-level design implication we generalized to help NFT game systems to better maintain
engaging experience for children with ASD, both in the short-period (each training session) and over time (during
a training program). Essentially, all NFT games for children with ASD follow the same basic mechanism, in which
the player gets rewarding feedback by retaining social attention (mirror neuron activation). A challenge for
designers, thereby, is how to create attractive player experience with this simple mechanism, to continually engage
the children in a training session, or across sessions over time.
Based on our explorations together with the stakeholders (the children, their caregivers, and parents) in realworld training programs, we summarize two key points: (1) diversifying gameplay experiences by providing a
series of games that differ in gameplay designs and have varying scenes; (2) connecting the series of games with a
coherent overarching story (background). These two points were also embodied in our design of the “Zodiac
Animals” game series (Figure 2), which contains 12 different games and scenes, under a simple and coherent story
(the same group of characters helping each animal and fight the Nian beast). Based on our field observations with
caregivers, the benefit of such design strategy is twofold: First, the variety of gameplay designs and scenes gave the
children rich choices each time and avoided them to feel bored of only playing one game again and again. Second,
the unified overarching story (background) helped engaging the children in the long run, since it offered them a
coherent mission across the 12 quests, and enabled them to establish personal connection with the same group of
characters over time.
Our observations could also be supported by related research focusing on an older group of children with ASD
(8-13 years old) [11], which also reported that continue playing a game may cause the children to show boredom
towards the end of a session, despite the game being rather enjoyable in the beginning. Beyond that, our caregivers
also observed that some children tended to repetitively play the same game that they were accustomed to, which
could reflect the repetitive, rigid behavior patterns of ASD. From a caring perspective, such repetition would not
need to be reinforced, and this could be another aspect that is to be resolved by creating diverse gameplay options
for these children. Nonetheless, related research so far has mostly focused on short-term user experiences of a
single NFT game (designed for research purposes instead of as a product). We hence argue that our kind of design
research is also needed, to understand the children’s long-term player experiences of a series of games within a
real-world service system in existing special education settings.
4.3 Implication 4: streamlining game narrative design for autistic children
For preschool children with ASD, the simplicity of the game narratives is as important as the diversity in gameplay.
Through observations of how the children engaged with different games designed by us, we have also accumulated
practical understandings about how simplistic the game narratives should be to balance the learnability and
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richness of the game. Autistic children with cognitive impairment can have difficulty in dealing with complex game
concepts. Simple, short, and straightforward narratives can help them understand the rules of the games (as also
supported by [9]). At the same time, they can be easily distracted by excessive game elements due to often cooccurring attention deficits. Taken together, an important implication is to maintain an appropriate level of
simplicity in the game narrative design, so that they could easily understand the core story and mechanism, and
have minimal distraction from unnecessary elements.

Figure 6: Left: ‘Helping the ox and the sheep’; Right: ‘Snake versus fox dance-battle’.

For example, the game of ‘Helping the ox and the sheep’ (Figure 6) asks players to aid the ox and the sheep by
retaining certain level of social attention (indicated by mu waves) to the characters. When the social attention index
is lower than the preset threshold, there will be a fox to interfere with the mission. During the observations, it was
found that some children had difficulty understanding the idea of the game and they were easily distracted by the
fox. The fox was thereby removed to help the users better grasp the core story. By contrast, the game ‘Rescuing the
mouse’ (Figure 5) has very simple and straightforward mechanism: to rescue the mouse in the water, a user needs
to maintain social attention to the main characters rowing the boat. With higher level of user’s social attention, the
characters row faster to complete the rescue. As observed, users could understand and complete this task very well.
Another example of simplifying the game concept for preschool children could be reflected by our strategy of
designing rewards. Rewards are in general highly important in gamification. However, our explorations showed
that some traditional approaches of rewards (e.g., scores, coins, treasure chests, or badges) may not be the most
suitable to our target children. First, these approaches often introduce new concept in the gameplay, which adds to
the complexity for preschool autistic children to comprehend. Second, these approaches also introduce new visual
elements (e.g., an icon for showing the points/coins collected in game), which can be distractions during the game
for these children. Therefore, in our case, we explored designing the expressive moves of main characters as the
instant rewards for players’ attention reaching different levels. For instance, in the “Snake versus fox dance-battle”
game, the snake (as central character) will play a somersault once the player’s mu wave index has reached a certain
level and kept it for a few seconds. As the observations showed, this was not difficult for the children to achieve,
and they were very excited to see the expressive move of the snake (some children jumped together with the snake),
and thereby motivated to continue engaging with the characters. This way, it created a positive feedback loop for
their concentration. Similar examples were observed by us in other games as well, which indicated that designing
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the central characters’ expressive moves as instant rewards to the children’s attention could be a good strategy to
leverage the benefits of rewards (e.g., motivating engagement) without distracting their focus during a NFT game.
4.4 Implication 5: leveraging multisensorial ensemble for neurofeedback games
From our design explorations, we found that complementing visual feedback with auditory feedback is a good
design strategy. On the one hand, auditory feedback could synchronize with the visual feedback to increase the
immersion of players or the salience of their reward. On the other hand, auditory feedback could replace certain
visual feedback to reduce the information load of visual channel, since children with ASD could be easily distracted
from the intended focus of the gameplay by excessive visual elements on the screen (e.g., the fox in ‘ Rescuing the ox
and the sheep’, see Figure 6).
An example of such meaningful combination can be found in the game of ‘Building a house for the little pig’, in
which there are many different sound effects: such as tapping wood or tiles. We extracted sounds from real world
to increase the immersion. The rhythm and types of sound effects change corresponding to the player’s social
attention level. The ‘Snake versus fox dance-battle’ (see Figure 6) is another example. We map three different sound
effects to three different dance moves determined by players’ social attentional levels. Namely, the higher the social
attention score players get, the fancier a dance move appears along with the stronger rhythm of the music. Hence,
users receive positive feedback synchronizing both visual and auditory stimuli. This also inspires us to integrate
more multisensorial experiences in the future, such as haptic feedback.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we briefly reviewed our practice experiences gained from the Starkids (alias) project. Specifically, we
focused on some concrete design implications on how to create enjoyable and playful experiences for NFT games
targeted at children with ASD in special education contexts. While we hope these implications could advance the
design of such systems, we also note that the scope of such a product-service system is beyond designing the NFT
games per se. Namely, in the ongoing collaboration with the special education center, we are also learning how to
safely leverage the training data to improve the care and education quality, e.g., by offering meaningful analytics
tools (Figure 7) to aid the insights of caregivers, program managers, or parents. Moreover, a parallel exploration on
optimizing the hardware design is also in progress (Figure 7). We believe in the near future, we will be able to
provide a more comprehensive perspective to address relevant implications on what it means to embed a
neurofeedback product-service solution into current special education contexts.

Figure 7: Left Three: analytic dashboard for caregivers. Right: new headset design with increased wearability and comfort.
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